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1. Software architecture vs. programming paradigms.

We use the term robotics in the sense of 'the intelligent connection from sensors to actuators' [Lozano-Perez, 1986], and study design principles for robotics software. This article analyzes two interdependent issues, namely the software architecture used in robotics systems, and the programming paradigms which would be appropriate for implementing such systems. We first describe the architecture, and then generalize it into a programming paradigm. We also discuss or touch upon the following specific aspects of the architecture, and how they can be implemented in the paradigm:

- temporal bindings of measurement data
- dependency nets and reason maintenance
- operational states
- entry-point vs. exit-point controls of data flow
- incremental update of 'compiled' action plans

The architecture of robotics software systems has been extensively studied in the contexts of intelligent autonomous vehicles for terrain, under-water, or other environments, and in the context of automatic manufacturing systems with built-in intelligence. The general character of such systems is usually described like in figure 1. There is a need for a "low level" data flow from sensors to actuators, for immediate control of the movements or maneuvers of the robot. There is also a need for several "higher levels" where sensory data is interpreted, used as one of the bases for planning and plan revision, and then indirectly affects the robot's actuators.

It is commonly recognized that artificial intelligence techniques must be used for some parts of such a control system, and particularly for the higher levels of processing. At the same time it is clear that the lowest level(s) of data flow can not be adequately handled with the usual A.I. software methods. Almost all systems of this kind therefore make use of conventional software techniques (real time operating systems, programming languages, etc.) for implementing the lowest system levels.

Some authors (Brooks, 1986; Rosenschein, 1987) make use of a special 'dataflow' paradigm for characterizing the lower system layers. The processing there is characterized by a data flow diagram, consisting of nodes and arcs, where successive (over time) values of sensory data travel along the arcs in the diagram, and the nodes represent various transformations on the data elements - arithmetic operations, integration, conditional choice, etc.
For Rosenschein, the primary reason for using the dataflow paradigm is to define the structure of the lower layers sufficiently well so that its operations can be effectively controlled by higher layers. Brooks emphasizes rather the software engineering aspects of the same paradigm: it supports the orderly manual development of the robot's software from the bottom up. We believe that both those aspects are important, and the programming paradigm described in this paper is intended to serve both purposes.

The alternative to introducing the separate paradigm is to build a hybrid system where lower levels are implemented directly in a conventional programming language, and the higher levels using standard A.I. techniques. Either of two problems may then arise. If only minimal services are provided in the conventional software environment, and as much functionality as possible is allocated in A.I. environments based on e.g. Lisp or Prolog, then it is not possible to achieve adequate performance at reasonable cost. On the other hand, if non-trivial low level services are "hard coded" in the conventional software environment, then it may become very difficult for the higher system levels to control or influence the hard coded ones. The points where converging arrows meet, in figure 1, are the points where difficulties arise.

In order to avoid that problem, one must either find a programming paradigm which can be used homogeneously on all levels of the system, or define the lower layers in such a way that the higher layers can "understand" them, or both. This observation defines our task: we must both formulate the appropriate software architecture, and find a programming paradigm to match it.

2. The software architecture.

The general design of the architecture is described by figure 2, and follows the general pattern of figure 1. The system has three layers, called the process layer, rule layer, and analysis layer, respectively. Each layer has a local state which is a function of time, and is updated at regular intervals. The period from one state update to the next is called a phase for the layer. Lower layers operate with shorter phases, i.e. update their parameters with higher frequency, as usual in automatic control systems.

The rules for calculating the new layer state from the previous one are expressed using a data-flow diagram, as illustrated in figure 3. Each wire represents a parameter; each box, an operation that receives input
parameter(s) and produces output parameter(s). The lowest, process layer implements the immediate connection from sensors to actuators, and low level analysis of sensor data for recognition purposes. Therefore the local state of the process layer is typically an ordered set of numerical parameters, and the data-flow diagram implements the feed-back control loops.

We wish the architecture to include also the tight feedback loops for sensory-motoric control. When real-life applications with high speed behavior are addressed, using standard techniques for automatic control, it is necessary to use constant phase lengths. We therefore do not use the wholly asynchronous architecture proposed by Brooks.

The analysis layer at the top of the hierarchy has a local state as described in figure 4, consisting of a current world model, a goal model, and an action structure. The current world model and the goal model have the same structure, and differ only since one refers to the present time, and the other to the intended future. The action structure is a set of action descriptions, together with a partial order on the time-points (starting times and ending times) of those actions. Notice in particular that the local state of the analysis layer contains descriptions of several states of the world.

The rule layer (middle layer) is the vehicle for implementing the actions in the action structure, in terms of the data-flow on the process level. For each action in the action structure, there is a corresponding action-active parameter in the local state of the rule level which signals whether the action is currently active (T) or not (F). For each observed criterium which indicates whether an action should start or stop, there is also a parameter in the same local state. The data-flow diagram within the rule layer represents rules which determine some of those parameters from others, for example which turn on and turn off the action-active parameters on the appropriate conditions. Those rules are derived from the action structure in the analysis layer. More details about the representation of action structures in the rule layer are given in Hultman and Nyberg, 1988.

The setting of the parameters in the rule layer is made available also to the process level, in ways which will be described in more detail below.

The rule layer is not entirely derived from the action plan, however. There must also be effective ways whereby the system can respond promptly to emergencies or other unforeseen situations. The rule layer also contains devices
for this purpose, allowing it for example to switch instantly to an alternative behavior pattern (such as "hide" or "run away") in the case of a danger, and to postpone until later on, the process of reconsidering the situation and making a new action plan. The two sources for the rules in the rule layer are indicated by figure 5.

The system is explicitly intended to be workable using only the lower two layers, process layer and rule layer. In this case a "dumb" system is obtained, and it has to be programmed manually. For many practical applications of autonomous robots this may however be quite sufficient. The analysis layer is an extra facility which may be added for providing the system with a certain measure of intelligence. Still all three layers have been designed together, and the lower two layers have been explicitly chosen in such a way as to facilitate the job for the analysis layer whenever it is needed.

This paper concentrates on the more detailed aspects of the process and rule layers, and deals more briefly with the analysis layer. Other papers from our group focus on the analysis layer and on specific applications. In this paper we first consider some important reasons for, and aspects of the software architecture, and then describe the more general programming paradigm and computing 'engine' wherein this design can conveniently be implemented.

3. On the need to separate data flow and control flow in systematic ways.

It is well understood that conventional programming languages integrate control flow and data flow by making control flow the primary structuring factor in the program. Block structure, loop constructs, and procedures are some of the conceptual devices used for expressing control flow. A significant part of the work in understanding a program is used for reconstructing the data flow.

Message-passing and other data-flow programming languages attempt to reverse the roles of these two types of flow, by making data flow primary. However data-flow alone does not solve the problem outlined above.

The "plan calculus" of Rich et al. (see e.g. [Rich 1981]) is a notation which separates data flow and control flow on an equal footing. Experiments have been made with automatic translation from expressions in the plan calculus, to
programs in a conventional programming language.

In our paradigm, data flow and control flow are kept separate not only at design time, but also at execution time. The data flow is used within the lowest level; the control flow is used from the next higher level for directing the operations of the lowest level.

For example, consider the operation of moving a robotic vehicle up to a wall, and stopping there. An encoding of this operation as a conventional procedure will receive and interpret sensory data, control the actuators, and accomplish the movement. Also the same procedure will check when the wall has been reached, terminate the procedure at that time, and report success.

By contrast, if data flow and control flow are separated, there will be one module for driving towards the wall, and another module for recognizing arrival. Both modules will continuously report their performance and observations to the next higher level in the system hierarchy. When the higher level decides that no more driving is needed, it will tell the drive-towards-wall procedure to terminate. One of the advantages of this alternative principle is that different possible reasons for stopping the driving process, including successful termination, vehicle failures, obstacles, and parenthetical interrupts, will be handled by the same system level.

An important point is that processes will now be required to return progress information continuously to their next higher level, rather than just returning a report of success (or failure) when they are finished. This is analogous to how a person leads other people working for him or her.

4. The programming paradigm.

We now proceed to an outline of a programming paradigm for robotics applications (PARA) which generalizes the principles that were discussed in previous sections.

A PARA 'program' operates on a set of parameters. In the simplest case the parameters have no grouping, and can be seen as a simple vector. In general, however, the parameters are structured hierarchically as suggested in figure 6, into a tree structure consisting of several branches. Each branch is an ordered set of parameters.
Parameters are updated with a constant frequency; parameters in the same branch are updated with the same frequency. If there is more than one branch, then the frequency of a lower branch is an integer multiple of its superordinate's frequency. Parameter values may be transported up and down between a superordinate and a subordinate branch, but not directly between two subordinates.

The time period from one parameter update to the next is called a phase. For each branch, the transition during a phase is defined by a data-flow diagram. Figure 7b illustrates how the two-branch structure in figure 7a is updated using one data-flow graph for the higher level, and another data-flow graph which is used with higher frequency for the lower level.

In programming language terms, this means that we have a single-assignment language within each phase, but with parallel assignment at the end of the phase. For example, the structure shown in figure 8 will swap the values of the two parameters. In general, first all the new values for all parameters are calculated, and then all the new values are stored.

For communication between levels, there need to be "downward" parameters which are written by the superordinate branch and read by the subordinate branch, and other "upward" parameters which go the other way. For example, a feedback loop of classical kind can be seen as a branch with relatively high frequency, where the control value is determined by the superordinate branch and communicated using a downward parameter. Also a subordinate branch may integrate the value of a parameter during those successive phases of that branch, which fall into one phase of the superordinate branch, and report the integrated value back to the superordinate using an upward parameter.

Consider now the action structure that was described in figure 4 above. We propose to represent it as follows. A higher parameter branch contains the action structure, coded (at least) with one boolean parameter for each action in the structure. The parameter is T if the action is active, and F otherwise. A lower branch contains dependencies that implement all the actions. The very simple action structure shown in figure 9a, has the realization shown in figure 9b. The actuator M should receive a value which is calculated in either of two ways, depending on whether action A or B is active. This is realized by two operations on the data flow graph. The first operation, labeled 1 in the figure, outputs the symbol A if the value of parameters A and B are (T,F), symbol B if the values are (F,T), and causes an error if the values are (T,T). The other
operation, labeled 2, gives an output which is equal to the first or the second input, depending on whether the 'control line' (from operation 1) contains an A or a B.

The upper layer must therefore be able to determine the appropriate values for parameters A and B, based on other parameters that express sensory information. The parameter dependencies on that level may consist largely of rules, of the same kind as in rule-based systems, but with continuous update.

The PARA paradigm is clearly well suited for specifying and implementing the process and rule layers of the architecture described in section 2. The option of a tree structure with several branches, and different update frequency in different branches, makes it possible to see even low-level and high-speed control loops as parts of the same paradigm. It also readily suggests a realization in a distributed environment, where the operating system is equipped to handle the branches of the parameter tree.

The same paradigm can also be readily extended upwards, for use in the analysis layer of the architecture. Some straightforward extensions are required: parameters must be allowed to take symbols and list structures as values; operations in the data-flow diagrams must include list operations such as the familiar car, cdr, and cons.

5. Temporal binding of data.

In this section we return to the issue of synchronous vs. asynchronous operation of the data-flow, especially in the process layer. In any system where there is a data flow from sensors to actuators, there arises the question of how to handle the time delays. What time does the arriving actuator data refer to, and which part of the system takes responsibility that they are applied at the right time?

If conventional software engineering methods are used, these considerations are 'hard-wired' into the manually written programs. In a flexible architecture, where the data flow diagram is generated and modified from higher system layers, we can see two possible principles:

a) Asynchronous operation with time-stamped data. As a system-wide convention, all data are tagged with the time-point they refer to. Each 'pipe' in
the data flow transmit a sequence of \((\text{time}, \text{value})\) pairs. Each logical sensor generates a flow of such pairs, where the time specifies when the value was measured. Each logical actuator also receives a flow of such pairs, where the time component in a pair should normally be \(\geq\) current real time, and applies the specified value at the specified time. "Type-ahead" on the actuators is possible. The operations along the data flow line use one or more \((t,v)\) pairs for calculating a \((t+\Delta t,v')\) value for the actuator. Our COPPS system (Hultman, 1987) uses this method.

b) Synchronous operation with constant frequency for each sub-system. This is the method which is used in the presently described architecture and paradigm.

The reason why we prefer synchronous operation is that it better supports conventional automatic control techniques, which are of importance for guaranteeing rapid and stable behaviors. Also universal time-stamping of data creates a performance overhead which is not always acceptable nor necessary, forcing some parts of the system out of the chosen architecture. Finally for those parameters where time-stamping is necessary, it can readily be implemented in the synchronously operating PARA paradigm as follows. Current time is considered as a parameter in each branch of the parameter tree, and sensor data are time-stamped by 'consing' (pairing) them with the current time parameter and then sent onwards through the data flow. At the receiving end, logical actuators receive time-stamped value pairs and delay their use until real time equals the time-stamp.

6. Dependency nets and reason maintenance.

In principle, the PARA paradigm calls for the whole data-flow diagram to be re-executed during each phase, so that each parameter is re-evaluated. In practice, many parameters may remain constant from one phase to the next, so that many operations in the diagram evaluate to the same value as in the last cycle. This may particularly often be the case in the rule layer, where many parameters have boolean or other discrete values. It is then tempting to reduce the computational load by keeping track of where changes have occurred, and only update those parts of the diagram where it is necessary. In this way the rule layer obtains the character of a reason maintenance system.
There are also obvious good reasons for allowing parameters to take the value 'undefined' or 'unknown', and to allow operations in the data flow diagram which output a default value if the (an) input is unknown. The techniques for doing this are well known from work on reason maintenance systems.

There is however a significant problem in this context, namely the danger of computational overload when some changes do happen, for example in an emergency. We propose to deal with this problem using the techniques of operational states and derived entry-point controls, which are the topics of the following sections.

7. Operational states.

The classical model of an intelligent robotic system goes as follows: the system receives directives of what to accomplish. A knowledge-based planner calculates a plan, e.g. an action structure as used in our analysis layer. The actions in the plan are executed. If something unexpected occurs during plan execution, the system halts, replans, and resumes operation.

The problem with that model is that many interrupts require rapid reactions, and cannot wait for an elaborate re-planning process. This problem can not be dealt with by "incremental planning" where the old plan is revised rather than building a new plan from scratch. Incremental planning with full generality will also be slow.

We propose to handle interrupts as follows. A number of distinct operational states are defined for the system. Examples of operational states for an autonomous underwater vehicle might be:

- rest
- scan an area
- go to a target
- hide
- evade hostile vehicle(s)
- limp (vehicle damaged)
- manual control

Examples of operational states for a driver-assistance system in an automobile (as studied in the Prometheus project) might be:

- driver control
cruise in lane on motorway
driver incapacitated - emergency
obstacle ahead - emergency
dense city traffic - accept directives of urban traffic control system

Instead of a mapping from actions to data-flow procedures, we have a mapping from

actions x operational-states
to data-flow procedures, i.e. for each combination of action and operational state there is such a procedure. (By data-flow procedure we mean a segment or part of the data-flow diagram). By appropriate mechanisms the system may be induced to shift its operational state. For the currently executing actions, this has an effect like throwing a big, multi-polar switch: all the actions instantly change their definitions.

Operational states are important not only for the process layer, but also for dealing with the danger of overload in a rule layer which operates on a reason maintenance basis. We can design the rules so that in some (emergency) operational states, only a subset of the rules are active. If the system senses that overload occurs, it switches to such an emergency state in order to off-load itself.

It seems appropriate that the phase length, i.e. update frequency may be different in different operational states. This may be used in emergency states, both for achieving very rapid actions in the process layer, and on the other hand for allowing more update time in the rule layer when more changes occur.

8. Entry-point vs. exit-point control.

The major use of operational states is that current activities are determined by a combination of the action-active parameters and the current operational state. The most obvious way of realizing operational states in the PARA paradigm is to let one of the rule layer parameters have the current operational state as its value, and to also make that parameter downward accessible for the process layer. The rule system on the rule level can then assign current operational state in the same way as it assigns all its other parameters.

This solution means that the logical control from the rule level to the process level is exerted by the combination of the operational state parameter and the action-active parameters. What about the risk that the process level will
become too complicated as a result?

We propose to reduce that risk by the following method. Suppose the data-flow diagram on the process level contains several parallel segments which calculate alternative values for a certain actuator controlling parameter (figure 10). Only one of them will be active at any one time, and one could therefore have entry-point controls which allow data to flow into the presently active parts of the diagram, and not into the inactive parts.

The alternative method is to only use exit-point controls, i.e. to allow data to flow into all the alternative segments, but to only use one of the resulting values. The arrangement shown in figure 9 was an example of exit-point control.

Exit-point controls are potentially wasteful of system performance. However they have the advantage of being more transparent, and in cases where the choice between the alternatives is determined in complicated ways depending on both current-state and action-active parameters, exit-point controls may be necessary for retaining the system's transparency.

One can have the best of both worlds by calculating the entry-point constraints automatically (as far as possible) from a description of the exit-point controls and their logical relationships. In this way it should be possible to reduce the performance price that has to be paid for the convenience of exit-point controls. This technique is also appropriate when operational states are used to reduce the computational load in the rule layer.

9. Functional and logical aspects of the analysis layer.

The local states of the process and rule layers could be literally seen as parameter vectors. For the analysis layer a more versatile point of view is needed.

In some ways the local state is like a 'blackboard' in the A.I. sense, since it contains data that is publicly available within the layer and can be updated freely. The real-time constraints and the synchronous update however differentiate it from conventional blackboards.
From a logical perspective, we view the system state as a partial interpretation, i.e. as a mapping which assigns values to function symbols and relation symbols of zero or more arguments. The lowest layers may be only use constant symbols (zero-argument function symbols) and proposition symbols (zero-argument relation symbols), but higher system layers will certainly find uses for the more general case.

While the system state is seen as an interpretation in the sense of logic, we must admit it to be a partial and not necessarily a total interpretation, since the values of some parameters may be unknown. This introduces the possibility and the need for default reasoning, as a theoretical basis also for the reason-maintenance view of the rule layer.

We have previously made theoretical studies of action structures, where each action is characterized by a pre-condition, a post-condition, and a prevail condition, and each of these three conditions is a partial interpretation (Sandewall and Rönnquist, 1986; Sandewall, 1987). Recently Bäckström has introduced also a fourth 'keep' condition into the theory, in order to characterize interdependence between parallel actions (Bäckström 1988). These theoretical results are immediately applicable to the software structure described here, where the data-flow diagrams represent transitions from one parameter vector (partial interpretation) to another.

The lower levels are assumed to run on a regular frequency, i.e. with a constant phase length. It is not yet clear to us whether higher levels should also follow this pattern, or be allowed to run with variable phase length. An extension of the PARA paradigm in the direction of asynchronous operation may be necessary.

10. Compiling action plans into rules in the rule layer.

The relationship between the analysis layer and the lower layers is one of incremental compilation. When everything is normal, the lower layers contain information which has been 'compiled' from the current state of the analysis layer, and which when executed in the correct way should lead to the goals eventually being achieved. The analysis layer only has to intervene in the lower layers when things do not go as expected, and its intervention may then be to edit the data-flow diagrams in both the rule layer and the process layer. Conversely, the sensory information that the analysis layer requests the lower
layers to send upwards, is whatever the analysis layer needs for checking the progress of the planned action structure. The detailed presentation of this topic is however outside the scope of the present paper.

11. Previous work.

The results described in this paper have evolved in the usual design-iteration process, meaning that a design is followed by an implementation, in the course of which it is realized what the design should have been like, and a new design develops.

The COPPS system (Hultman, 1987) preceded the PARA design and provided a large part of the method. It is a prototype intelligent control system originally developed for controlling (models of) machine groups in automatic manufacturing. COPPS was implemented in 1986 and 1987. The major change from COPPS to the PARA paradigm is that in COPPS the action structure was closely integrated with the corresponding segments of the data-flow diagrams. The new design is more general, and in particular makes it easier to handle operational states and interrupts.

At the same time, one of us (Tengvall, 1987) has developed the HIDESHAPE programming language, which is a very general and powerful paradigm for parallel symbolic computation. The paradigm proposed in this paper relies heavily on HIDESHAPE, but has been simplified and adapted for the needs of robotics applications. From the present paper’s point of view, HIDESHAPE demonstrates how the PARA paradigm can be extended into a full-fledged programming system. This is of particular importance for the topmost, analysis layer in the architecture.
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